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Lord Dominor is of the noble family of Corvis, of the sovereign kingdom of Nightfall, and
Chancellor to Her Majesty, Queen Kelly of Nightfall. When he is kidnapped, even his finest of
clothes are removed and he is forced to wear smelly rags.
Lady Serina does not approve of slavery or war. There is something about the one man she sees
being sold. Just the thoughts of him cause her to drool at the chance to get near his magical,
fertile flesh. This is a bid she must not lose.
Dominor is glad others cannot see the foul condition in which he has been forced to live. He
feels like the lowest creature on earth as he is bound with other chained prisoners led to a slave
sale block. The lovely mage who bids on him has long hair and he has always loved long hair on
women. He may have won his freedom, but he is still her prisoner. When he learns she has
something most important to reveal to him, he wonders how it really concerns him. Serina
indeed has plans that involve Dominor. With his help, she hopes to recreate a mating ritual to
reverse a botched Tantric spell from centuries ago. Is she mad? No spell could last for eighthundred-years to create an all female-mage nation, someone would have dismantled it
somewhere. She assures it is accurate and she needs his help. Together they could reverse the
process. After considering her dispute, he agrees to her demands, never once realizing there is
another clause she fails to mention, and once he learns the truth, nothing will stop Dominic from
his destiny.
The Master is indeed an extraordinary read, not only refreshing but absolutely absorbing in every
detail. Dominor is noble and charming beyond words. Serina reminds me of an enchanting
princess. Put them together and the magic ignites with great sensations and even a bit of
camaraderie between the two. I liked when he asked would she be spitting in his face anytime
soon. My heart leaped when he instructed her on some facts. That was the clincher that really
tore into me, absolutely thrilling. Ms. Johnson captures the characters emotions in true form.
There were many priceless expressions in this fantastic read. All the secondary cast, along with
his many brothers, made this story a great addition to any library. She creates a powerful ending
that really made me clap with joy!

